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About This Game

The Wizard's Tower is a Tower Defence game with a twist. As with standard Tower Defences enemies will advance upon the
Wizard and attempt to destroy it. You will stop them using the wizards immense magical powers by conjuring up and utilising

"Casting Towers".

"Casting Towers" allow you to channel the Wizard's power into "Spells". These come in three elements, Fire, Ice and Storm.
Unlike most Tower Defences you choose when to fire each tower individually giving you far more control over how to get

different spells to work together.

As well as the Elemental spells the Wizard has a variety of trump cards at his disposal. Greater Spells create game changing
moments allowing you to steal victory back from the jaws of defeat, or turn ugly goblins into cute little bunnies.

The enemies come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Most as classified as standard and have varying different skills, speeds and
health to deal with. However the real threat is the boss class enemies. Far larger than standard enemies boss enemies are

extraordinarily powerful with unique and powerful skills that need a bit of extra thought to beat before they reach and destroy
your Tower.
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Title: The Wizard's Tower
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Paul Kearley
Publisher:
Paul Kearley
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 325 MB available space

English
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Do you like to click? Do you like to smash that click button till your finger bleeds? This is the game for you! PS... You might
want to smash the keyboard to!. Zup! 2 is the sequel to a very simplistic put the object in the selected area, I guess you would
just call it a clicker/timing game. This last sequel was a little bit challenging compared to the previous games.

Pros:
+ 1043 Stupidly easy achievements attainable in less than an hour
+ Letter and number achievements for your badges
+ Easy way to earn perfect game, up your achievement percentage, get steam cards and increase your achievement number
+ Bundle was less than $5 for 5 games

Cons:
- Not much to the game

9/10
Served the purpose to which we all bought the game initially, which was to get letters for our badges, a perfect game, easy 100+
achievements, and steam cards in less than an hour. Wouldn't replay but didn't regret.. This is a pretty fun game so far,

I just beat the Easy mode, which is 12 'days'. Each day, you fight a stronger enemy pirate ship. You have a rifle, which you aim
with two hands, and a brace of pistols, with one shot each. At the start, you can only take a single hit, and use a power called
Focus (basically, bullet time) with a long cooldown. You also have crates you can move around, hide behind, and throw, as well
as explosive barrels and other things eventually.

After each day's battle, you are rewarded with gold and possibly an ability. You can take the gold to the Shop, and buy upgrades
for you and your equipment (buy a better ship with more on it, upgrade weapons, or how many hits you can take, etc)

These are definitely important because the health of the enemies and amounts that show up each day increases, and the pirate
that took 1 shot to kill a few days ago, might take 3 without upgrading your weapons.

After you beat easy mode, you unlock Hard Mode and the 100 Pirate War, which is a gauntlet that saves your highest score..
Great game really did love playing it.. Absolutely do not buy and do not support. This is a repackaging of the absolute failure of
Welcome to Hanwell...and NOT EVEN A GOOD ONE! Nathan, instead of focusing on all this piddly crap like extra game
modes, focus on making the actual MAIN game better. Improve the combat (which is trrrrrashhhhhhh) and fix some of the
game breaking glitches. I'm pretty sure as an owner of WTH I got this for free but it was such a turn off after playing the
original that I refuse to even acknowledge it. Disgusting. A bastardization of WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN horror game of
2017.. This Railworks Addons is it definitly worth the full price. There are many scenarios in the pack, and a huge amouth of
rolling stock, which gives this Route a very atmospheric experience as it was in the steam era around Nottingham.

One guy here in the feedback area wrote about the assets, that everybody could rebuild this route, because there are no "specific
new" assets. In my opinion it\u00b4s not about that, if you compare this route with pictures from the past 1950 between 1965
you will see this route is made very, very detailed. All the junctions, sidings and stations are named and are recognizeable as it
were.

Also it\u00b4s not that easy rebuilt a Route from more than a half century back. There are maybe track plans left, but many of
the Lines, Branches, Motive Power Depots (like colwick, annesley...) closed after 1970 as the stea era ended and rail tracks were
dismantled.

This Time dovetail did good work and i can recommend it absolutley. I hope they know this level should be standard for selling
other addons. Today its not enough publish a product and think buyers will be happy if "it" moves a llittle bit forward and little
bit backward. Many developers prove with theyr "pro" addons, that its indeed possible to make this whole experience such
realistic as possible on a computer.
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If you like those animes, and the charcters, it's okay to play.
But it's a bit to expensive.. Charming yet utterly hilarious. A real pleasure to play.. It's a great start for an interesting game that
smashes the classic farming simulator with a classic business tycoon. It's sups early though so obviously there are things to be
worked out, but it's kind of cool to be involved so early so I can see the big changes that happen with each update.

The new tutorial is much appreciated! I know how to get my bud so I can sell it.

The development team is pretty responsive and they seem to be excited to make a great game.. Reptitive game, time
management over and over again.
Game is expensive.. wtf I have played?. -Fully distructible environment!
-Customize your own mech!
-Use multiple combos to fight against evil cheezbots!
-Destroy public properties!
-Pizza!

10\/10 Could live with it before Armored Core 6 comes out.. i love it so fun to play with people
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